
Get your customers to pay using their Alipay accounts 
easily. Here's an easy to understand video on the whole 
process. It's simple and a great add-on to the wide range 
of payment options we have at our POS system.

Watch our video tutorial to find out more about how to 
accept payments from your customers’ Alipay accounts.

Increase profits
As the rest of the world turns East for more profit and 
productivity, we too encourage all our POS users to learn 
how to add on this payment feature so you can cater to 
more of your customers payment preferences.

Don’t miss out on any sales now!

DOWNLOAD THIS BROCHURE

DOWNLOAD THIS BROCHURE

Add on Alipay system

How to receive Alipay payments

Sign up for Alipay accounts

How to get Alipay refund

Buy a POS Market POS system

Get more POS accessories
https://youtu.be/7-8gaAc0bv8

ADD ON ALIPAY SYSTEM
Encourage the frequent use of the membership
programs by introducing exclusive discounts for
members and elite club members. This presents
benefits to both yourself and the members for
their loyal participation.

HOW TO RECEIVE ALIPAY PAYMENTS
Collect member data easily through the IC Card
Reader feature. We have the IC Card Reader as an
optional hardware to be purchased. Use the IC Card
Reader feature to easily update profiles with mandatory
information as well as further quick verification.

GET MORE POS ACCESSORIES
Easily share member information across multiple
branches in order to expand the benefits for members
as well as allow access to participating branches that
will help increase profits.

SIGN UP FOR ALIPAY ACCOUNTS
Manage your member data effectively with lists that
grow and expand as records are updated. Skip having
duplicate data with the record merge function and keep
track of member and non member information.

HOW TO GET ALIPAY REFUND
Membership cards help identify the individual as an
exclusive member and gives the option to business
owners to decide the various levels of membership and
its' perks. This option can span from Basic Membership
up to the Highest Membership usually known as the
Platinum Members or any word used to describe.

BUY A POS MARKET POS SYSTEM
Another option in the membership system is to introduce
expiry dates that will drive fee collection, updating data
and budgeting for member programs and benefits.

Call POSMarket at 1 800 87 7061 to find out more about paying with Alipay

Pay with Alipay
Increase sales by adding on

Alipay payment feature to your POS

How to pay with Alipay
for POS Market products

Learn more about our
Alipay payment feature

Retail POS System @ RM2899
RECOMMENDED POS SYSTEM

Comes with all the features you need to run a retail outlet.

BUY NOW


